
Arawa - The Journey There 

We had a good send off from friends and family on Sunday after our last bit of 
NZ culture at the Tauranga Jazz festival. Final packing and farewells 
happened on Monday followed by a 3.30am start on Tuesday morning to get 
the early morning shuttle bus to Auckland. The passenger up front suffered 
somewhat from verbal diarrhoea and must have sorely tested the patience of 
the driver who appeared to have much rather concentrated on his iPod but 
remembered his responsibilities as an honourable host!   (“ yes… yes…oh 
really ……)  

No problems in Auckland – we were about 10kg overweight and had expected 
to have to pay excess baggage costs but that only caught up with us on the 
trip from Port Moresby to Buka the next day, when we had to join the queue 
for the solitary teller at PM airport who was collecting fees. When we finally 
got to the front of the queue he wanted to charge us significantly more than 
what the baggage check-in man had said we would be charged. We queried 
and he re-calculated and came out to even less than the original figure, so we 
were relatively happy to pay it.  

No problems in Brisbane- we bought the limit of liquor-as we were advised to 
and boarded the Air Niugini plane (ex Air Iceland with Nordic writing in the 
toilets) and watched an ancient Robin Williams movie (with Chinese subtitles) 
on the central overhead TV screens, but we arrived safely in Port Moresby – 
on time.  

Port Moresby was an interesting place but not one that we would be happy to 
stay around too long – lots of idle men loitering about and it has a reputation 
of crime to match the worst that South Africa has to offer. The taxi outside the 
airport was running on one of those horrible “space saver “ tyres and it looked 
like it had been there for some time. The scenery reminded me of rural 
coastal Natal in South Africa with a variety of houses of all shapes and sizes 
nestled between scrubby bushes and scattered over lush grasslands, but 
there were some impressive buildings and clearly money from the mining 
activities was filtering into the city. The climate was similar to the Natal Coast 
in the height of summer –warm and humid - except I’m sure there is no mild 
winter to compensate. We were expecting a shuttle bus to collect us and take 
us to the hotel we were booked into – no bus! A kind lady in the information 
kiosk rang for about 30min trying to get through but either the phone was 
faulty or there was no one manning the front desk. She finally did get through 
and we were picked up and deposited in our hotel where we did have the 
luxury of an air-conditioned room and a somewhat second-rate meal. The 
local beer was quite acceptable though!  

The next morning was another 3.30am start to catch the plane to Buka – it 
was due to fly at about 6.20am but we were warned that it often left early if the 
pilot considered the plane full enough- and indeed it did go at about 5.50am. 
We had a guard on the minibus to the airport –to prevent hi-jacking. It was a 
pleasant 1.5hr flight in a very smooth Fokker jet plane – apart from some 
heavy application of the brake pedal to ensure the plane stopped within the 
length of the landing strip. We were duly warmly welcomed by Murray, the 



VSA area rep and a couple of the local VSA people, while we waited for our 
luggage to be offloaded – three bags were despatched in PM – only two came 
off and all Dave had was the clothes he was standing in – in 30deg heat and 
85% humidity - and the next plane was only due in the next morning! (He 
solved this by showering in his clothes in the evening and hanging them on 
the adjacent clothesline to dry overnight - they were still slightly damp but 
after two minutes of wearing they would have been the same anyway!) We 
were able to collect the missing bag off the next flight – which was 1pm the 
next day - much to Dave’s relief! 

Our accommodation in Buka for two nights (Murray had VSA business to 
attend to) was a guesthouse not far from the channel that separates Buka 
Island from the mainland. The manager was a very helpful and friendly 
barefoot lady but accommodation was a little Spartan by Western standards – 
we had a room with two single beds (one with sheets) and air-conditioning but 
there were only two showers and two toilets for all the guests, and one of the 
showers had no rose to spread the water. There were no washbasins and we 
had to pad out in the mud to collect drinking water from a tap on a rainwater 
tank. Dave missed a delightful photo of one of the owner’s shining jet-black 
kids rinsing soap off himself off with a kettle from the same tap.  Breakfast the 
first morning consisted of a fried egg sandwich each and the second morning 
was a spam and spring onion sandwich, but the good folk were trying to 
please and complaining would have been counter-productive.  

One of our fellow “guests” was a captain of a sailing vessel that had been 
detained by a couple of boatloads of very scary, heavily armed and non-
uniformed “police” for illegally entering Bougainville waters, and he and his 
crew (a fairly motley looking bunch) had spent time in the local goal- a rather 
unpleasant heavily barred “bird” cage from a different era about two container 
boxes in size and full of the local scallywags – fortunately for the crew they 
were able to be relocated to local accommodation (at their expense) while 
they awaited a court hearing- who knows when. When their boat was 
searched a small bag of cannabis was apparently found so drug smuggling 
was added to the charge sheet. According to the captain a bunch of surfers 
had chartered him to travel around the South Pacific in search of the perfect 
wave and they had tried to register their arrival but couldn’t find anyone to do 
it. Their boat had been impounded. Arms smuggling is apparently a big issue 
in the area – there are stories of large caches of US second world war 
weapons perfectly preserved in grease in large bunkers on the South coast of 
Bougainville that are sought after by collectors and all sorts of illegal 
organisations, and it would appear they are suspected of involvement in this 
trade, even though nothing related was apparently found on board. It will be 
interesting to see what happens to them – hope the truth (what ever it is) 
comes out in the end and they get a fair trial. Spending time in the Buka goal 
would not be a pleasant experience- especially if you were innocent!  

We left for Arawa early on the Friday morning – a “banana boat” – one of the 
fibreglass open vessels that ferries people across the 200m odd wide 
channel, often barely above the water – came to the bottom of the garden and 
we loaded our bags and climbed aboard for the short journey to the mainland. 
The VSA Landcruiser was parked at a local’s house there, all loaded up with 



our unaccompanied luggage, which had fortunately arrived in time to meet us, 
and we added our bags. Peter, the VSA big boss for the South Pacific was in 
town and accompanied us and Murray (the local area rep) on the four-hour 
trip to Arawa, so we had the Spartan seats down the sides of the van in 
amongst our boxes. The road was pretty rough and punctures to the tyres are 
apparently quite common. There are 16 river crossings, which can also be 
interesting when the rivers are high. Fortunately the rivers were considered 
low (not that low and still above the wheels in several places) and we did not 
get a puncture, so managed the trip without incident, although feeling 
somewhat battered from the bumps and potholes in the road. 

So we finally arrived in Arawa at about midday Friday 9th April-slightly shell-
shocked and very hot and sticky!  

First impressions of Bougainville: - 

1) Lush green tropical vegetation not unlike the West Coast of the South 
Island of New Zealand but considerably warmer (25-32oc)– not 
excessively so but very humid which means one sweats profusely and 
is constantly sticky. The country too has its invasive weed species – for 
example a Japanese (?) vine that smothers everything. 

2) Surprisingly not much obvious presence of mosquitoes in Buka or 
Arawa – not pounding against the window netting for example - but 
nevertheless no cause for complacency. 

3) We’ve never been to tropical Africa but suspect that the environment 
and problems are very similar-certainly the people look similar to 
Central to West Africans-very black skins. The PNG folk on the 
mainland are known locally as the “red people” by the Bougainville folk 
and look more like the “Bantu” tribes encountered in Southern regions 
of Africa. (Based on the civil war there doesn’t appear much love lost 
between the two groups.)  

4) Little basic infrastructure exists like we in the Western world take for 
granted, and most folk seem to be living a subsistence lifestyle. The 
Australian and other miners and plantation growers  (cocoa, copra, 
palm oil) left with the disturbances in the late eighties and nineties and 
what was left of their quite significant developments has been rapidly 
swallowed by the jungle. 

5) Bougainville appears to have tremendous mineral wealth so a lot of big 
players are interested. 

6) Arawa has no post office, no bank, a limited range of goods in tiny 
often home based shops, and limited internet, so life here is going to 
have its challenges! 

7) The VSA community appear very friendly and supportive. The 
Bougainvilleans have also been friendly. 


